Section I

25 marks
Attempt Question 1
Allow about 50 minutes for this section

Read the texts on pages 3–5 of the question paper, then answer the questions in the spaces provided. These spaces provide guidance for the expected length of response.

Your answers will be assessed on how well you:
- demonstrate understanding of the ways language shapes and expresses perceptions

Question 1 (25 marks)

Text 1 — Memoir extract

(a) Describe the negative discoveries made by Brian Turner.

The negative discoveries made by Brian Turner are the excited sometimes is hurts, the long time excited, can make your feel hurting and pain.

(b) How does Brian Turner use language to convey his positive feelings about his discoveries?

Brian Turner use example to convey people the way he live is good for yourself and Brian also ask question to reader to make them think about which is the good way of life.

Question 1 continues on page 3
Question 1 (continued)

Text 2 — Cartoon

(c) In what ways are ideas about discovery conveyed in the cartoon? 4
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Question 1 continues on page 4
Question 1 (continued)

Text 3 — Fiction extract

(d) How does the narrator compare herself to her father’s ‘living wonders’?
   ...she...considered...herself...to...be...nothing...special...she...
   ...always...see...other...people...are...wonder...than...herself..

(e) What view of Mr Morris is conveyed by Alice Hoffman?

   Alice...

(f) How is language used to contrast Mr Morris’s expectations and his discoveries?
   ...Author...use...first-person...narration...to...tell...the...story...of...
   ...Mr...Morris...

Question 1 continues on page 5
Question 1 (continued)

(g) Imagine an event where a person makes an unexpected rediscovery.

Write a diary entry which explores his or her response to this rediscovery.

Discovery of Mr. Morris when he read Jane Eyre...
he has changed his opinion to finding love... but...
when he really to the the normally humans life...
he discovers the life in the book is different...

to the really life... people are not friendly...
to him even beaten him in front of many people.

Mr Morris 'abusers' cheered on by those who
were co

End of Question 1